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noble fairy, born of sunlight and crowned with stars', 
there is still some faint echo of the old love of beauty 
as an essential and practical thing, and not as some- 
thing extra, which is the real secret of the superiority 
of ancient Greece to all succeeding peoples in litera- 
ture and art. We owe a great debt to Professor 
Phoutrides for his fine poetical translation, which 
one reviewer, a professor of ancient Greek somewhat 
prejudiced against the Modern Greek language, 
says is superior to the original. In this volume we 
have only the First Half of Life Immovable (The 
Fatherlands, The Return, Fragments from the Song 
to the Sun, Verses of a Familiar Tune, The Palm 
Tree). Let us hope that Professor Phoutrides will 
soon issue the Second Half; and, as he is a poet 
himself as well as a scholar,-may he give us some 
day also versions of the best of the other Modern 
Greek poets. 
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY DAVID M. ROBINSON 

Greek Life. Bibliography and Review Questions. 
New and Revised Edition. By F. W. Tilden. 
Bloomington, Indiana: University Book Store 
(1920). 

This pamphlet contains comprehensive and helpful 
lists of books devoted to Greek Antiquities, Travel, 
Geography, Topography, Art, Archaeology, and 
Architecture. Review Questions on the Greek World, 
Ancient and Modern, and Greek Private Life, and 
Subjects for Themes are included. The titles here 
assembled should be of service to students and teachers 
of Greek life. 
BARNARD COLLEGE, LARUE VAN HOOK 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 

Greek Literature in English. Bibliography, Questions 
on Prescribed Reading, Review Questions. By 
F. W. Tilden. New and Revised Edition. Bloom- 
ington, Indiana: University Book Store (I920). 

In the first part of this little pamphlet the author 
gives bibliographies for works on Greek literature in 
general and also for some special periods and authors. 
The lists are good, on the whole, and the best books 
are generally given, so that the teacher who is giving 
a course in Greek Literature in English will find the 
bibliographies of convenience for himself and his 
students. The method followed by the compiler, 
however, seems to have been to make a list merely of 
the books pertaining to Greek literature which are 
foundl in the Indiana University Library (as a shelf 
number in parenthesis following each book indicates). 
In consequenice, considerable out-of-date material is 
included, some recent books are missing, and late and 
revised editions of standard works are not always 
given. So e. g. only the third edition (I898) of C-hrist's 
Griechische Litteraturgeschichte is cited. The com- 
plete omission of Lucian in such a course seems strange, 
indeed. 

The second part of the pamphlet is devoted to 
Questions on the Prescribed Reading. These questions, 
generally speaking, seem altogether too detailed and 
often quite unimportant. They are concerned too 
much with the business of extracting the mere story 
from the student and not enough with the real mean- 
ing, ideas, and literary values of the masterpiece 
which has been read. General Review questions 
conclude the pamphlet. 

For a new and revised edition the text is regret- 
tably full of misprints. Misspellings of proper names 
are very numerous. 
BARNARD COLLEGE, LARuE VAN HOOK 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 

Concise Latin Grammar. By Benjamin L. D'Ooge. 
Boston: Ginn and Company (I921). Pp. XViii- 
410. 

The announcement of a new work by Professor 
D'Ooge evokes the eager interest of practical teachers, 
because his name gives full confidence of sound scholar- 
ship, freedom from irritating individualism, and 
pedagogic worth. This new Latin Grammar is a 
welcome addition to the list of works associated with 
his name, and is not inferior, in these good qualities, 
to its predecessors. 

Simplicity has been an especial aim in the prepar- 
ation of this Grammar, but it has not been obtained 
by arbitrary or ill-guided selection. In accord with 
modern tendencies, a rather full account of word- 
formation is given ( ? ? 281-294). We no e also a 
very short treatment of ablaut (56-57). The order of 
words, on the other hand, is discussed with unusual 
fulness and detail, and the rules are based on the most 
recent investigations (910-949). 

Professor D'Ooge's thorough modernity, without 
radicalism, is illustrated in the nomenclature. As 
stated in the Preface (iii), "a conservative attitude 
has been taken, but such of the new terms have been 
adopted as seem likely to win general acceptance". 

In several points, this book is more advanced than 
some of the larger Grammars. It is a pleasure to see 
the perfect passive participle given as the fourth 
principal part (212). The ablative of attendant 
circumstance and the ablative of accordance are 
recognized (457-458). 

A partial correction is made of the perfect active 
subjunctive forms of the second person singular and 
first and second person plural, bat unhappily only 
partial, for the mood-sign is marked as common in 
quantity (230, C, N.i, 234, A, 241, etc.). It is in- 
disputably certain that the Romans themselves 
fairly often confused the forms of the perfect sub- 
junctive and the future perfect indicative active. 
Yet in the subjunctive the correct quantity is long, 
in the indicative -short. The Romans erred in each 
direction. If their aberration is to be recognized by 
the mark of quantitative uncertainty in the sub- 
junctive, it should be similarly recognized in the in- 
dicative. Very few classes will say, very few teacchers 
will even desire to have their classes say, 'rexerimus or 
rexerimus, rexerit's or rexeritis'. The result will 
surely be that teachers who have themselves learned 
these forms incorrectly will permit, or direct, their 
classes to disregard the correct quantitv. Thus the 
erroneous tradition will be perpetuated. 

The treatment of the gerund and the gerundive is 
especially notable, as a model of clearness and concise- 
ness, with sufficiently full practical directions (870- 
88o). 

In only one place do we observe a lack of clearness. 
In the treatment of indirect discourse, we read (887, 
I), "Principal clauses, when declarative, change the 
indicative to the infinitive with subject accusative". 
If the observant pupil ask, 'What if the verb was not 
indicative?', he will find no answer. Five pages 
further (page 332), under the special head of "Con- 
ditional Sentences in Indirect Discourse", the neces- 
sary rules are given. Nothing is finally omitted. 
But a simple note of reference, under the first state- 
ment, to the other would, we believe, be desirable for 
pupils using the book without the presence of a teacher. 

Although this Grammar is intended to be "of equal 
service to the high-school ptupil and to the college 
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